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Aptem solves many of the specific
challenges surrounding delivery of higher
level apprenticeships in universities:

Working with employers
Many CRM systems can help you
manage your sales processes with
employers. There are also systems that
manage vacancies and applications.
However, purchasing separate systems
may cost more and add an additional
layer of complexity to your processes.
Onboarding
Your students need to be in your
student registration system but you
also need to submit ILRs with similar
information in order to receive funding.

Consistency of learning
On a given course, most students will
be attending as undergraduates and a
small percentage will be apprentices.
Support materials for both sets of
students need to be common and will
currently be held in your existing VLE.
Copying these materials into a separate
VLE for apprentices is an unnecessary
administrative burden.
Gathering evidence for EPA
Your learning delivery takes many forms,
from lectures to workshops to eLearning.
You need a mechanism to capture and
map evidence to the Skills, Knowledge
and Behaviours of the Apprenticeship
Standard to produce an ePortfolio for
End Point Assessment.

Aptem cleverly manages all the apprenticeship-specific
functions you require whilst acting as a bridge between
the systems you have in place at your university.

We have an increasing number of
university customers and understand
the sector and the challenges you
face with apprenticeships.
Proven, reliable and practical,
Aptem is a fully managed Software
as a Service platform that operates
through your browser, with no software,
servers or maintenance required from
you. Our commitment to quality has
been recognised time and again by our
customers, award wins, ISO 9001
and ISO 27001 accreditations and
Cyber Essentials certification. Aptem
is the UK’s only end-to-end platform,
proven and improved through years
of extensive use by providers.
“I’m delighted with the difference
that Aptem is making to Bucks
New University’s apprenticeship
business. Aptem is complementary
to our existing systems, streamlining
processes and eliminating data
complexity. It allows us to capture and
map evidence for our programmes,
and has made submitting ILR returns
for funding a breeze. To top it off, the
MWS implementation team have really
supported our transition to Aptem and
have been a pleasure to deal with.”
	
Steve Dewhurst,
Previous Director of Apprenticeships
at Bucks New University

Aptem has been designed to tackle the
issues that matter most to universities:
 lashing admin – automated,
S
streamlined processes and
pre-populated data.
 olving the practical issues
S
in integrating employer-based
apprenticeship delivery with normal
HE full-time campus studies.
 ommunicating with existing
C
systems – APIs for university systems
whilst making the most of Aptem’s
apprenticeship features.
 utting costs – reduced overheads,
C
fewer mistakes and improved
efficiency.
 reeing-up staff time – more time
F
to spend on ensuring great teaching.
 elighting learners – a more
D
engaging experience that
nurtures talent.
 dvancing delivery – intelligent
A
analytics to improve delivery.

Aptem combines all the functionality you
need into one, easy-to-use interface.

Employer CRM & Recruitment
Take control of all your employer and
recruitment activity. With seamless
data exchange between recruitment,
onboarding and compliance,
repetitive data entry is eliminated.

Paperless Onboarding & Compliance
Aptem handles onboarding without the
headache of endless paperwork and
chasing manual signatures, thanks to
its built-in Ofsted and ESFA compliant
modules. Aptem can be configured so
that data entered automatically populates
your existing student registration system
and vice versa.

Reporting & Data Analytics
Aptem brings all your data together
in one place. From keeping everyone
on track, to maintaining quality
control and individual performance,
our progress reporting and Predictive
QAR make spotting problems and ﬁne
tuning your programmes a snap.

Learning Management
Create engaging learning journeys
whilst capturing off-the-job hours.
On its own or in combination with the
existing university VLE, Aptem makes
training and interaction available to
anyone, wherever they are.

Funding
Aptem captures and maintains your
Individual Learner Records data,
ready to make a funding claim. In
seconds you can generate a fully
compliant batch report, and upload
it straight into the ESFA Hub.

Progress Tracking
Aptem monitors everything that
matters, from timely learning
progress to off-the-job hours.

Integrated ePortfolio
Aptem combines learning delivery
with ePortfolios, so evidence is
effortlessly captured for Standards,
Frameworks, Qualifications and
End-Point Assessments.

Apprentice Management & Reviews
Aptem helps you stay close to
your apprentices, making sure they
are supported and engaged, with
deadlines and progress tracked, so
you can effectively deliver multi-year
apprenticeships.

We have a rapidly growing university
customer base, including:

Learn how Aptem could help
you and book a demo now
info@aptem.co.uk
020 7870 1000
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